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BIPOLYNOMIAL KOPF ALGEBRAS 
and 
0. Introduction 
Definition. A graded connected bicommutative Hopi’ algebra is said to be Lqxxj~- 
tzc~~z&f if both it and its dual are polynomial algebras. 
We will show that being bipolynomial of finite type over Z,,, or 2, determines 
the Hopf algebra structure. ‘This result has applications in [Z!] . 
1. The simple case 
Husemoller [ 1 ] studies a Hopf algebra SW, over I!@, , the integers localized at 
theprimcp(orZp = ZlpZ). As an algebra, B@) is polynomial on generators ak of 
degree 2&i (for 22, degree Zkd). As a Hopf algebra it is bipolynomial; in fact, it 
is isomorphic as Hopf algebras to its own dual. Let B~&I) be the sub-Hopf algebra 
generated by oo, . . . . P,. We will show, by the following series of lemmas, that a bi- 
polynomial Hopf algebra over Z@, which is the same size as B@, is isomorphic as 
Hopf algebras to BIpI. 
Let S,,,(n)* be the Hopf algebra dual to f$,)(n). 
Lemma 1 .I. As an algebra, II minimal set of generators fiv B@)(n)* is given bv the ” 
eht?nts ek dual to (ao)Pk with respect to the monomial basis of BW,(n). 
Proof. For B@,, see [ 1 ] . B(O)* is just the algebra of divided powers, i.e., rr yi = 
(MPYi+ j where vi is dual to (Q~)~ and (iJ) is the binomial coefficient in ZQk (or Z& 
41 
Ir is well krkown &at the roxssary generators here are the r,k = q . The inclusions 
B,,,(O) --* B,(#i) -+ 13@, take monomials to monomials, and so the maps are ZIP, 
split. Since the maps are Ztpr split, the dual maps &&I)* +- BP&n)* +- &,)* are 
311 onto. Since monomials go ta monomials, the q for &I* go to the ck for B,#+*. 
Since Bfp 1 * + fQp~fn)* is onto rind the ek generate R@,*, the ek must also generate 
Btpt(~f)*, Ske Btpj(n) _ * =+ Blpf(0)* is onto, and the q are all necessary inBQ&I)*, 
they rnus: d;1Et be necessary inB&z)*. a 
Let If * b(r a pulgnumial algebra Over a! 
q@ll (tirr Z ,! , Pdj. 
@j (or ZP) on generatorslk of degree 
Proof, 1J{p)(r! *-a 1p 4, B@]Q”)* ?I* in degrees < 2pnd (Fd for 2, ), so our only 
concern is hckw to lift f,t. 
Sortie mu1 t ipk of ~2,~ + say c&, , may be decompasable. where c is a unit in ZtPh. 
If this is so. then pke, is decomposable. k is greater than zero by Lemma 1 .I. (in 
ijct k = PI. but al.1 we care is that 00 3 k > 0.) If the image af f,, in B,,,(rt - 1 )* is 
decomposabk, then cpn is not in the image and II* -+ BQ,# -- I )* is not csnto by 1 .I . 
So .I, gaes ttj c@, + ~(e l, q, . . . , en _ l j, where g IS a pcAynomia1 nd c is a unit. 
Thus we have pk,$ and /&PI in the image, so if c, is to be in the image we r&lust 
havei = 0. S<‘_!, goes to ~4~ +g(el, ,..) en__ I) in B&r - 1 )*. To obtain our lift for 
..$ V we just send it to IQ + gfel, . . . I e,t __ i ) in /IQ&I)*. This commutes and gives us 
[Jur algebra map in degrees G 2pnd, and since c is a unit, 4, is in the image and we 
have an ixmtorphism in those degrees. 17 
Lgt H be a bipdynumial tlopf algebra with the algebra structure given by 
&pjIXtrg q 9 .-l~w~=r~ degree & = Zpkd ($6 for 2, ). By rank considerations, ff + 
as ;rn algebra must be Z@, vO, 1’1, . . . ] as above. 
Proof. We will define an isomorphism Hfp, 
MayB~P)(0)-+H by letting a0 go togo. 
+ H step by step, starting with BQ,)(O). 
Cluinz (n). !f we have a Hopf algebra map BQ,#+ 1) + H which takes generators 
to generator!;, then we can extend the map to a Hopf algebra map of B&) in such 
3 way th3t u, goes to a generator: 
Ilk will prove the prtlposition, because by induction we get a Hopf algebra map 
&p, + M which is an algebra isc>morphism, and so it is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. 
1+00j(1j d&r (12). Rfy,(~i --. 1) -* N takes generators to generators, 50 since H is 
a polynomial algebra, k$,~~ = Zip) @ imageB~pj(n _-. I )zpt2d. We can send a, to any 
ekment which has the proper coproduct and get a map of Hopf algebras +,$n) -+ H 
extending B&r -- 1 ) * if. Such a map Btp~@) -+ H gives a ZQ, 1 isomorphism in 
degree Zp%I it‘f arr gaes to an algebra generator. Therefore ail we must do is extend 
the (cualgebra) map H~p,(~~ .-- 1) -+ N to a coaigebra map Btp+~z) -+ N in dimensions 
G $Pd in such a way that UIP,(“)~p~~~ + k?+ !z4 is 3 Z@, isomorphism. Because 
the ai 80 trj polynomial generators inH, &#I -“- 1) + N is ZQ, split and the dual 
map is (Into. We have now reduced the problem to a purely coalgebra statement, he 
dual of which we have already proven JS Lemma 1.2, SO we are done. Similarly for 
ZP’ a 
2. The general case 
We adopt the notation of [ I] . Our Hapf algebra Bcp) will be denoted BQ,) Ix. M] 
with generators a#) of degree 2pkLi. We let BQ,, [x. 26](2rt) be the sub-Hopf aigebra 
of 8tPI [x, 2d) generated by the a&) with degree a&) = Zpkd < 211. bte that this 
is different from our BtpI(n). We need to generalize the lemmas found in Section 1. 
Note that 
(for j owf a finite indexing set). h?t +) E aj Bwj [xi, 2dj] * be dual to (eo(xi)]Pk 
in the monomial basis for Qpi BQ,J I_ri, 2di] (2n). 
Lemma 2. I. As an a&t&a, a minimal ser of’genetatots for 
isgiven by the ek(xj) for dj 4 n. 
Proof. It is enou& to do this for Bw) [Xj, 2di] (2n), which is done in Lemma i .I. 0 
bt H* be a polynomial algebra of finite type over Z@) (or ZP). 
Pro& We nc!ed only worry about what happens in dimension 2~1. The 2nJfimensional 
generators of @II B,pb [x~. ?dj] (Zfrt -- 1 ))* are the ca(Xj), where tr = #d, . Sa, since we 
Iwe this onto map, just 3s in Lemma f .2 there must be degree 31 generators c&v,) 
in N* such that e;(xit maps to ‘I&$ + decomposables. pkdj = 11. As in 1.2, we just 
map r&r+ 10 q$x~} + SUIM decompowbles in@, Bcp, (si, Zdj] (ih)*. Now look at 
the kernel of this map in dimension 2n. Find 2~1 generators Q of the kernel. Ihey 
will ;tfl be &ebra generators of If *. Map them to ‘g(_~~ ) in BIPl IQ, Zlt] (Zn)*. This 
completes the proof. f3 
Proof. We define an isomorphism 
step by step starting with C!+ Blp, (xi, 2) (2 ) + if which is easily constructed. 
C&r&~ (n 1. if we have a Iiopf algebra map r(ii < N) 
which is an isomorphism for dimensions rVa; 2(n -. I ). then we can extend this to a 
Hopf algeb!: a map 
which is an isomorphism for dimensions G 2n. 
7his will prove the proposition by letting n -+ 06 and the fact that BQ) [xi, 2dj] = 
B@) [xi, 24, j (2n) in degrees G 2~. 
I?wc-rf’($c?uir~z (12). All of the algebra generators of Bj IQ,) [xj, Z$] (2(w-- I )) are 
of degree G Z(rl 1). The given map is an isomorphism in this range and so generators 
go to generators. Since butfr algebras are polynomial algebras, this means that the 
map is 2,) split and the dual is onto. Our only problem is in deciding where to send 
the new generators, i.e. Q&X$ for pk$ = ?a, and ao(xi). Any eroalgebra extension to 
these elements also gives a fiopf algebra extension. If it is a coalgebra isomorphism 
through dimension G 21, then it is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. We have reduced 
the problem to a pure malgebra problem whieh is dual to ixmma 2.2 which we have 
already proven. so we are done. 0 
Fur 22, just eliminate the factor of Z everywhere. 
We would lrke to thank the referee for finding a mistake in the original version of 
this paper where we thought we could prove the result over the integers. The problem 
1s still open there. (M&~i in proc$ Brian Shay has found counterexamples to the 
integer analogue of Proposition 2.3.) 
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